Conan Savage Tales #4 Ink Wash Art
by Gil Kane and Neal Adams.
Savage Tales #4 (Marvel Comics, 1974), original artwork for
the story, “Night of the Dark god.” Pencils by Gil Kane and
Neal Adams with inks by Neal Adams and ink wash by Pablo
Marcos.
Searching for his childhood sweetheart Mala, Conan returns
to the humble home of his birth in Cimmeria, which he finds
in ruins. Here, he discovers Mala’s weeping parents who inform him that their beloved daughter has been taken north,
captured by the vicious Vanir. The damsel’s grieving mother
looks at Conan and says, “She...spoke often of you...” A dark
and tragic tale of nostalgic woe, in the classic Conan tradition.
This is a most impressive piece, which has Adams’ unmistakble imprint and style all over it and features Conan in every
panel with some superb close-up shots, as only the living legend himself can do. Ink-wash Conan art is especially tough.

Avengers #96 Art
by Neal Adams - Great Ronan page.
Original artwork from Avengers #96 page 16 (Marvel Comics,
1972), by the living legend himself, Neal Adams (pencils) with
ink finishes by Adams, Tom Palmer and Alan Weiss. This is
an impressive action page that prominently features the arch
villain, Ronan the Accuser as he interrogates a very defiant
Rick Jones, who shows the Kree Supremor just exactly what
he thinks of him with a powerful jaw shattering blow to his
head. Great multiple images of Ronan, who is gaining greatly
in popularity especially since his major role in the Guardians
of the Galaxy movie (2014) and, even though he was killed off
in that film, there is talk of bringing him back for future feature
films. Thanos beware!
Adams’ Marvel artwork is quite scare in the marketplace,
especially one which features a powerful villain as cool as
Ronan so prominently. Art is in excellent condition with image
size measuring approx. 10” x 15.” Small paste in panel at
bottom of panels two and three.
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Detective Comics #397
Bruce Wayne Art by Neal Adams.
Historic original artwork page 5 from Detective Comics #397
(DC, 1970), by the man who saved Batman, Neal Adams
(pencils and inks) and Dick Giordano (inks). This piece is from
the exceptional story line entitled, “Paint a Picture of Peril,” by
Denny O’Neil and depicts Bruce Wayne attending to a wound
he suffered the evening before while confronting a group of
frogmen who shot him with a spear gun. The TV broadcast
foreshadows the coming conflict between Batman and the
mysterious recluse Orson Payne, (most likely a nod by writer
O’Neil to Orson Wells in his most famous role as Charles Foster Kane, in the celebrated feature film Citizen Kane).
At this time in the very early 1970’s, Neal Adams was a young
artist of extraordinary talent and extraordinary vision who harbored the unorthodox idea of returning Batman back to the
night, just as Bob Kane and Bill Finger had originally envisioned the character way, way back in May of 1939. Adam’s
dramatic and realistic illustrative style was absolutely perfect
for the dread Batman, and Denny O’Neil was soon hired on to

script the stories. These two super-talents were ideal to bring
Batman back to his roots – the grim glory of his inception and
the gritty reality of the mean streets of Gotham City. O’Neil
and Adams literally made history here, cementing their legends in the Batman mythos with unforgettable stories of such
magnitude and influence, that they are celebrated to this
very day.

and represents one of the two main pieces entitled; #1 The
Vampire and #2 The Werewolf. This item also includes two
bat artwork images as well as the zip-a-tone background, all
combined to create a very impressive 3-D poster image.
In excellent condition with image area measuring approx. 10”
x 12.5.” Light stain at top left corner. Signed by Neal Adams.

Bob Kane and Bill Finger created Batman in 1939 for Detective Comics, but Neal Adams saved Batman from the doldrums of apathetic extinction - the right man at the right time!
This exceptional piece represents Neal Adams in his prime.
And, to acquire a Batman/ Detective Comics page of original
artwork by Adams is to literally own a piece of comic book
history. This unforgettable and thrilling tale was likewise reprinted in the large format Treasury size Collector’s Limited
Edition C-59, “Batman’s Strangest Cases” (DC, 1978).

Dracula Lord of the Vampires
3-D Poster Art by Neal Adams.
Unique piece of original artwork by the living legend himself,
Neal Adams featuring Dracula, the Lord of all Vampires. This
art was done for the VTG Dynamite Magazine 3-D Posters
back in 1979, during Adams’ peak period in pen and ink

Creepy #15 Art by Neal Adams T-Rex Lunch Time, YUM YUM!
Great action page from Creepy #15 (Warren - June, 1967), by
the living legend himself, Neal Adams (pencils and ink wash)
for the story, “The Terror Beyond Time.” This is a key battle
scene with a superb one-third splash panel at the bottom of
the piece, as the two time travelers engage in mortal to-thedeath combat with, not only one, but two attacking T-Rex’s.

The Werewolf Pinup Art by Neal Adams.
Terrific pinup original artwork of the classic Werewolf by the
incomparable talent, Neal Adams (pencils and inks). This
piece is mostly likely an unused version of The Werewolf,
which was done for the VTG Dynamite Magazine 3-D Posters that was published in 1979. Superb full figure image of
the classic Werewolf in a tree ready to wreak mayhem as he
reaches forward toward his next victim.

This is early Adams work at his finest, illustrating for Warren
Publishing when he was inking his own pencils on a regular
basis and experimenting with various techniques, such as this
ink-wash, which produced stunning and remarkable results.
Finding pages in which Adams inked his own pencils is tough
enough, but acquiring such a fabulous ink-wash example by
this undisputed Hall-of-Fame artist is even rarer still.

Masterfully illustrated during the peak prime period of Adams’
illustrious career - the 1970’s - with a great deal of thought
provoking detailed rendering.

By the way, that cave man in the grip of the T-Rex is about to
be a hot lunch - totally toast!

We are not sure if this piece was ever published or not.
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The Werewolf 3-D Poster Art by Neal Adams.
Very special piece of original artwork by the living legend himself, the incomparable Neal Adams (pencils and inks), which was
done for VTG Dynamite Magazine 3-D Posters back in 1979. This remarkable artwork features The Werewolf, in his full dark
glory charging forward out from the midnight mists for more mayhem madness, full moon shinning brightly in the distance.
Spectacular full figure image of the sinister beast rendered in pen and ink during Adams’ peak prime period of the late 1970’s.
This is a simply splendid piece of vintage horror artwork of one of the most famous monsters of the medium in every aspect
possible! Very large art in excellent condition with image size measuring a WHOPPING 12” x 15.5.” WOWZA!

The Spectre #4 Art by Neal Adams.

The Spectre #5 Splash Art by Neal Adams.

Wonderful two-thirds splash page 9 original artwork for The
Spectre Vol. 1 #5 (DC, 1968), by the legendary Neal Adams
(pencils and inks). This cool splash is the climatic scene from
Chapter One entitled, “The Spectre means Death?” in which
the Astral Avenger battles a giant drifter under the control
of the Psycho-Pirate. This mysterious drifter would later be
revealed to be none other than the infamous Gat Benson the gangster who originally murdered Jim Corrigan all the
way back in the Spectre’s very first appearance in More Fun
Great action highlighted by superb close-up and full figure im- Comics #52, in February of 1940.
ages of the Spectre, the most powerful superhero of them all.
Original artwork for The Spectre Vol. 1 #4 page 20 (DC,
1968), by the great Neal Adams (pencils and inks). This is
a terrific four-panel battle page that represents the climatic
confrontation scene wherein the awesome Spectre takes on
an evil spirit that has possessed a young boy named Hamilton
Benedict, who is striving to corrupt the entire world. This is the
most powerful force of Good in all of comicdom vs. evil at the
cosmic core level.
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The Spectre #5 Double Page
Splash Art by Neal Adams.
Original double page splash (pages
13-14) artwork for The Spectre #5
(DC, 1968), by legendary artist Neal
Adams (pencils and inks). This most
impressive scene features the climatic
confrontation between the awesome
Spectre and a colossal Tyrannosaurus Rex for the story, “Fugitive from
Justice,” which was written by Adams
as well.
In sum, this is Neal Adams pulling out
all the stops as writer, artist, inker and
overall visionary. This piece is absolutely EPIC in scale and theme and
demonstrates why Adams ranks as
one of the greatest talents in the history of the medium, bar none.
BREATHTAKING!
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The Brave and the Bold #116 Cover Art by Jim Aparo - Batman and The Spectre.
Batman and the Spectre have had a total of four team-ups in DC’s classic anthology title, The Brave and the Bold (#75 - 1968,
#116 - 1975, #180 - 1981 and #199 - 1983). The Brave and the Bold #116 (January, 1975), was perhaps the very the best one,
featuring the Bob Haney classic story, “Grasp of the Killer Cult!” Jim Aparo was at the apex of his talent during the seventies,
which is exemplified by his artwork on this cover and interior story, as well in his amazing work on the Spectre stories in Adventure Comics #431-440 (Feb., 1974 - August, 1975), with this issue being done around the mid-point of that unforgettable run.
A truly great cover that displays such an intensely dramatic main image with a horrified Batman about to be sacrificed by the
devil-god Kali, as the awesome Spectre races to-the-rescue. YOU JUST GOTTA LOVE IT! And, how many Batman/ Spectre
covers are there in existence? Not many. Aparo decided to draw the original artwork at a size of 6.5” x 8.5,” perhaps to compensate for the more complex layout design that these Giant 100-pagers called for, with the rest of the cover being stat work.

Captain Marvel
Adventures #18 re-creation
painting by C.C. Beck.
Golden-Age legend and creator C.C.
Beck outdid himself with this stunning,
fully painted re-creation of his classic
cover for Captain Marvel Adventures
#18 (Fawcett, 1942). Here, Beck immortalizes his most famous creation,
Captain Marvel Sr., as well as Captain
Marvel Jr. and Mary Marvel in absolutely
stunning fashion. Painted in 1975, this
famous image represents and remembers the very first appearance of Mary
Marvel, and prominently features the entire Marvel Family in their full and unforgettable Golden-Age glory of yesteryear.
Rendered in mixed-media, which includes ink and tempera paints with
wax-pencil shading over graphite pencil
on Illustration board. Image area is an
impressive 11” x 15.25,” and the art is in
excellent condition. There is some minor
pigment color fading in the background
gray hues, due to sun exposure, though
all the other colors are unaffected and
are fully bright and vibrant.
All in all, this is the finest Beck re-creation we have ever seen at any time.
And, without any doubt, a true masterpiece of the medium by a master of the
comic book craft - C.C. Beck!
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Batman Confidential #54
Cover Art by Jerry Bingham.

New Avengers #15
Splash Art by Simone Bianchi.

Original cover artwork for Batman Confidential #54 (DC, 2011)
by the super-talented, Jerry Bingham (pencils and inks). Strikingly graphic war shot of the vicious Chinese Warlord, Huairen standing over an entire heap of defeated bodies with
an enraged Batman looming overhead, reaching out to seize
his unsuspecting adversary. This cool image harkens all the
way back to perhaps, the most famous of all Batman covers
- Detective Comics #31 (DC, 1939), which depicts a spooky
surreal scene of a brooding Batman towering over a remote
castle in the Carlathan mountains of Hungry, as his sinister
arch-nemesis, The Monk carries a helpless beautiful blonde
victim in his clutches to her uncertain fate - very cool, indeed!

Dramatic splash original artwork for New Avengers Vol. 3 #15
page 18 (Marvel Comics, 2014), by one of the most talented
modern day artists working in the comic book industry today,
Simone Bianchi (pencils and inks) and Riccardo Pieruccini
(inks). This two-thirds splash is a key moment in the story entitled, “See How Swans Fly” wherein the Avengers Iron Man,
Mr. Fantastic, The Beast, Black Panther and the Inhuman,
Black Bolt encounter the powerful and enigmatic Black Swan.
This page features a superb full image and close-up shot of
the dark beauty Black Swan, as she stoically stares down the
Avengers team. Exceptionally dynamic and quite compelling
piece of original art to say the least, rendered in the Mighty
Marvel Tradition - Just the Way You Demand It!

This is the cover for the final issue of a five-part saga entitled, “Super Power, Conclusion: The Power of Six,” scripted
by Hollywood writer Marc Guggenheim with excellent interior
artwork by Bingham as well. This issue’s tale was titled, “A
League of One!,” which set Batman against various adversaries in the present day (an alien vampire) as well as the past
- delving deep into the physical and psychological origin and
development of Bruce Wayne - and introduced the mysterious
Chinese team known as Zhuguan - a forerunner superhero
squad to the Justice League of America.
This artwork is totally fresh, from the personal archives of Jerry Bingham himself and has never before been offered for
purchase on the open market.

The Maze Agency #15 Wraparound
Cover Art by Jerry Bingham.
Gorgeous wraparound cover artwork for The Maze Agency
#15 (Innovation, 1990), by the super talented, Jerry Bingham
(pencils and inks). The story was entitled “Too Much Bliss,”
which featured Lieutenant Bliss being accused of murdering
her ex-husband and thus, Jennifer Mays must go undercover
to track down the real killer.
This outstanding image is very large, rendered in pen and ink
in twice-up format on heavy illustration bristol board with the
image size measuring a WHOPPING 17” x 17.” This piece is
considered as one of the best covers of the entire run.
Art is from the personal archives of Jerry Bingham himself,
and has never seen the light of day nor ever offered on the
open market before. Signed by artist Bingham at lower middle
of cover art.
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Artwork is in excellent condition with image size measuring
10” x 15.” Signed by artist Bianchi at top margin.

Incredible Hulk Annual #15
Splash Art by Sal Buscema.
Absolutely sensational two-thirds splash for Incredible Hulk
Annual #15 (Marvel Comics, 1986), by Sal Buscema (pencils
and inks). This is page 11 from the story “Body Double,” which
features an absolutely superb full on, in-your-face image of
the Hulk’s greatest and most mighty arch-foe, the Abomination as he strides forward to utterly dominate all mankind.
The Abomination first appeared in Tales to Astonish #90-91
(Marvel Comics, 1967), as KGB spy, Emil Blonsky who deliberately exposed himself to a greater amount of deadly gamma
radiation than even Bruce Banner had been bombarded with.
The tragic consequences was a gamma ray goliath who was
even more powerful and stronger than the Incredible Hulk himself. Thus, the battle of the ages was brought to the forefront,
for the Abomination was the one adversary who could actually
match the Hulk blow-by-blow. Their confrontations over the
years have been EPIC, bloody bruising battles galore.
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Avengers West Coast #50 Splash Art by John Byrne - Return of the Original Human Torch!
It does not happen often, but every once in a great while an opportunity presents itself to acquire not only a wonderful piece of comic
artwork by one of the most respected and celebrated artists in the medium, but a piece that is truly key in every sense of the word and
highly significant in the overall history of comic books. This undoubtedly, is such a page. Original artwork for Avengers West Coast #50
page 24 (Marvel Comics - November, 1989), by John Byrne (pencils) and Mike Machlan (inks) for the groundbreaking story, “Return of
the Hero,” written as well by the multi-talented Byrne.
This key issue features the very first appearance of the original Golden-Age Human Torch (Jim Hammond), in the modern-age of comics.
The original Human Torch first appeared in the landmark book Marvel Comics #1 (Oct./ Nov., 1939), - as Timely’s second great superstar and would remain one of the three pillars upon which Timely (Marvel) Comics would thrive throughout the Golden-Age. The Torch became
a bonafide legend during his illustrious career, eventually deciding to withdrew from active duty in 1955 when, fearing that he was becoming a danger to others from the radiation contamination that was causing him to lose control of his flaming powers, he sought solitude
solace by burning his way deep underground in the Southwest desert to deactivate and disappear from the world of mankind for all time.
And there in that dark recess he remained until the time traveler, Immortus discovered him and split the Torch’s dormant body into two
chronal duplicates. The first duplicate was discovered by the criminal mastermind the Mad Thinker, who coerced the Torch into fighting
the Fab Four in Fantastic Four Annual #4 (Marvel, 1966). This would prove to be the original Human Torch’s sole Silver-Age appearance.
After the battle, the Mad Thinker buried the Torch’s body in an nondescript grave and the legendary hero was long forgotten once again.
The second duplicate was found by the evil robot, Ultron who sought to use the Torch as an instrument of revenge against his creator,
Henry Pym and the famous superhero group the Avengers. This second dupe would be the one which would eventually become the
Vision, who would go on to have his own long and Illustrious career himself, even becoming a regular member of the mighty Avengers.
And here is where this key page comes into play. After nearly a
quarter of a century absence, Byrne re-introduces the original
Human Torch in this sensational two-thirds splash as the Vision,
Wasp, Wonder Man and Scarlet Witch all welcome him back to the
land of the living - a resurrection of no small significance of one of
the first and most important heroes in the entire Marvel Universe
and all of comicdom too boot!
As the Vision prophetically states, “Welcome back, Human Torch.
I’m certain the world will be a better place for your return to it.”

Fantastic Four #250 Splash Art by John Byrne.
Spectacular battle page for Fantastic Four #250 (Marvel
Comics, 1983 - Large Anniversary issue), by non other than
the titan talent of John Byrne himself (pencils and inks). This
pulse-pounding page 24 depicts the Human Torch going toeto-toe with the Angel (Skrull impostor) in full out melee for
the story, “X-Factor!” Piece features three large panels and
highlighted by the first panel being a near half-splash. Absolutely beautiful figure work and dynamic action that perfectly
represents Byrne’s remarkable work in his peak prime period.
Top notch, special marquee pages from Byrne’s classic FF
run such as this one are extremely difficult to find now and
becoming more and more rare in the marketplace. Beyond
any doubt, this page is one of the very best Byrne pieces we
have ever seen anywhere and at any time.
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EPIC Illustrated #30 - The Last Galactus Story Chapter Five Splash Art by John Byrne.
EPIC Illustrated #30 original chapter splash artwork for the “Last Galactus Story” (Marvel Comics - June, 1985), by the outstanding team of John Byrne (pencils) and Terry Austin (inks). The “Last Galactus Story” originally appeared in nine serial
chapters of EPIC Illustrated #28-#34 (October, 1984 - Feb., 1986), with the final climactic tenth chapter never seeing print, due
to the magazines cancelation with issue #34. Writer and artist Byrne later explained that the conclusion would have featured
Galactus battling Ecce the Watcher for a thousand years, only eking out victory when he absorbs the very last vestiges of
energy from the dying universe around them, leaving only Galactus and his faithful herald Nova as the lone sole survivors in
all of existence. With Galactus and Nova left in an empty void, the World Devourer finally realizes what he has been doing for
eons, cracks open his armor helmet to release all the energies stored up in his being, which violently explodes into the next
Big Bang of an newly aborning universe. Nova survives the calamity to become the next Galactus of a brave new universe.
The “Last Galactus Story” takes place 100-million years in the future and unveils the last episodes of the planet devouring
demi-god as all the galaxies begin to go dark and die as Galactus investigates the puzzling reasons for this strange and
unprecedented phenomenon. This title splash is from Chapter Five, “The End of the Earth” as Galactus revisits the planet of
Nova’s birth, reflecting upon the dramatic changes that had occurred over the vast millennia. It is a tranquil moment Galactus
shares with Nova before he devours Earth once and for all.
This is a stunning, larger-than-life piece on every level, most spectacular in its presentation and execution. Byrne and Austin
are in the prime of their careers and performing at apex level here. The overall grand design by Byrne is epic in the extreme,
with Austin expertly rendering wonderful exquisite details in the
gnarled oaks, rocks and foliage of the foreground and background. In short, this artwork represents an amazing collaboration of these two titan talents on such an acclaimed and beloved
tale from one of the very best publications to ever grace the
newsstands. Large, twice-up art with an image that measures
12” x 18.”

Fantastic Four #285 End Page
Splash Art by John Byrne.
Sensational full-splash page original artwork for the story,
“Hero” from Fantastic Four #285 (Marvel Comics, 1985), by
John Byrne (pencils) and Al Gordon (inks). This was an intriguing tale that explored the darkly tragic, yet totally unintentional consequences of hero worship.
“A kid died today, Sue, died because of me. Because I never
stopped to consider what the Human Torch might mean out in
the real world.,” laments Johnny Storm who considers retiring
from superhero duty due to the death of a young boy who
ignited himself to be like his idol, the Human Torch. Nonetheless, the Beyonder convinces him not to give up on his career
and he takes flight once again on this superb full-splash, final
page of the story, “Hero.”
The tale ends with a timeless quote by F. Scott Fitzgerald,
“Show me a hero, and I’ll write you a tragedy.” Boldly signed
by John Byrne near bottom margin.
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Alpha Flight Special Vol 2 #1
Wolverine Cover Art by Pat Broderick.
Original artwork for the cover of Alpha Flight Special Vol. 2 #1
(Marvel Comics, 1992), by Pat Broderick (pencils and marker
inks). Wolverine leads the way into battle on this dynamic, and
highly detailed cover - Wolvie with his claws out and ready for
action in the Mighty Marvel Tradition, just the way you love it!

Alpha Flight #15
Sub-Mariner Art by John Byrne.
Terrific large four-panel battle page for Alpha Flight Vol. 1 #15
page 16 (Marvel Comics, 1984), by the penciller extraordinaire, John Byrne and fantastic finishes by Bob Wiacek (inks).
This scene features an enraged Namor, the Mighty Sub-Mariner yelling his trademark battle cry, “IMPERIOUS REX!!” as
he flies into the melee between Puck and his beloved, Marrina. However, as Byrne writes, “Her only answer is a feral snarl
that drives nails of ice down the length of his spine...” And,
the fight has only just begun. This is GREAT ACTION in the
Mighty Marvel Tradition - Just the way we demand it!

Action Comics #600 Art
by John Byrne and George Perez.
Superman Romances Wonder Woman.
Original artwork for Action Comics #600 (DC, 1988), which
commemorates the Golden 50th Year Anniversary of Superman in the pages of his anthology title. This story, “Different
Worlds” begins with an alluring scene of Superman and Wonder Woman exploring the initial stages of their romantic relationship. Superman, idealistic and boyishly love struck, has
a frank heart-to-heart explorative conversation with Wonder
Woman about their budding relationship, who raises a more
sane, contemplative and mature outlook on the matter.
Art is rendered by such titan talents as John Byrne (pencils)
and George Perez (pencils and inks). With great images of
both heroes and heavy on tense reciprocal sexual chemistry,
the piece is quite special due to Byrne’s cinematic layouts
and Perez’s vintage delicate and detailed finishes. A classic in
every aspect of two of the most famous and beloved heroes
in all comic history.

X-Men Chronicles #2
Double Page Spread Art by Jerry Bingham.
Absolutely phenomenal DPS original artwork for X-Men Chronicles
#2 (Marvel Comics, 1996), by the super talent, Jerry Bingham (pencils and inks). This amazing piece was a bonus double page pinup that showcased, “The Age of Apocalypse’s Historical Moments”
featuring, “The Transformation of Nemesis to Holocaust.”

Original Ghost Rider #20
Cover Art by Mark Buckingham.
Sensational original cover artwork for The Original Ghost Rider Vol. 1 #20 (Marvel Comics, 1994), by the talented Mark
Buckingham (pencils and inks). This was the last issue, or
better yet, how the cover states, “Bone-Crushing FINALE!”
of this series that retold the tales of the original Ghost Rider
(Johnny Blaze), from his very first series in the 1970’s. This
last issue featured the stories entitled, “Phantom of the Killer
Skies” and “The Final Curtain.”
This striking and dramatic cover features a very spooky closeup of Ghost Rider on his motorcycle, skull fully ablaze and
riding straight for you - LOOK OUT!
Frighteningly intense, in-your-face action in the Mighty Marvel
tradition - just the way we demand it! When it comes to great
images of your favorite hero, it just does not get much better
than this, especially for Ghost Rider enthusiasts!
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“Did it while waiting for a new ASM script. I sent that Avengers
illo to [Tom] Brevoort and he told me to ink it so they could
use it somewhere. My guess for me not inking the original
pencils is probably because I already had someone interested
on buying the original art for pencils, so I did the inks using
lightbox.”

Daredevil #78 Art by Gene Colan.
Bold and dynamic four-panel full action battle page for the
story, “The Horn of the Bull,” presented in Daredevil #78 (Marvel Comics, 1971), by such seasoned talents as Gene “The
Dean” Colan (pencils) and Tom Palmer (inks). Key piece of
art as this issue introduces DD’s name villain, Man-Bull and
features a very key moment in the story when the crimson
crusader meets William “Bull” Taurens for the very first time.
DD goes toe-to-toe with the street thug who will soon become
the tragic Man-Bull at the end of this issue due to an unorthodox biological transgenesis experiment gone horribly wrong.

Incredible Hulk #453
Cover Art by Mike Deodato Jr.
This cover has much, much more TESTOSTERONE than any
we’ve ever seen before or hence! Two Hulks about to go at it!

Both Colan and Palmer are in the peak period of their careers
here, with a sublime use of zip-a-tome shading in the second
panel in Bull’s face, which depicts a superb close-up shot of
the villain ready to dish out some serious hurt. And, the sensational large fourth panel is a beauty to behold, poetry in motion
as DD rips the savage Bull away from his would-be victims.
Art is boldly rendered in the classic and dynamic style that has
made both artists so respected and celebrated. Terrific action
and pulse-pounding drama in the mighty Marvel Way!

Original cover artwork for The Incredible Hulk #453 (Marvel
Comics, 1997), by Brazilian sensation, Mike Deodato Jr. (pencils and inks). This powerful piece features the story, “Lock
and Key” and reflects the battle for all ages - the Incredible
Hulk (short hair) vs. the Incredible Hulk (long hair). This is
classic Deodato artwork at his purest, most powerfully potent,
in-your-face and no-holds-barred action in the Mighty Marvel
Tradition - the way we demand it! Deodato definitely delivers!

The Comic Book Marketplace #94
Cover Painting by Frank Brunner.
Spooky original cover painting for Comic Book Marketplace #94
(Gemstone, 2002), for the feature cover article entitled, “The
Avenger of Blood” by fan favorite Frank Brunner. This moody and
atmospheric image depicts the awesome Spectre as he is about to
pour out his apocalyptic vengeance upon planet Earth. This is a full
oil (1995), on heavy board and measuring an impressive 18” x 24.”
Created by Jerry Siegel and Bernard Baily for More Fun Comics
#52 (DC – February, 1940), in the golden year of the Golden-Age
of Comic Books, the Spectre is the first, most powerful and greatest of all supernatural superheroes. He was a founding member
of the Justice Society of America, and one of the most successful and famous heroes in the history of comic books, enduring for
nearly 80 years now. He has been the leadoff feature in anthology
titles during the Golden-Age, Silver-Age and Bronze-Age such as
More Fun Comics, Showcase and Adventure Comics along with his
very own title. His brief yet remarkable series in Adventure Comics
#431-#440, is highly regarded by collectors as one of the true pinnacles in visual storytelling with gritty and grim scripts by Michael
Fleisher and breathtaking illustrations by Jim Aparo. These stories
struck a raw nerve and were far ahead of their time with the series
being cancelled after the tenth issue due to the disturbing, yet fitting
ways in which the Spectre dealt out divine retribution to evildoers.
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New Avengers Marvel Promotional
Banner Art by Mike Deodato Jr.
Very cool promotional original artwork of the New Avengers
done for Marvel Comics by fan favorite artist, Mike Deodato
Jr. Deodato created this fully rendered pencil piece to coincide with the release of the super popular New Avengers comic book title in 2005-2006, which was written by Brian Bendis,
while the book was sitting atop the sales charts. This superb
image features such legendary characters as the Amazing
Spider-Man, Captain America, the Invincible Iron Man, Spider-Woman, Luke Cage and Wolverine (with claws out) in the
very forefront. The artwork appeared on large printed banners
at various comic book conventions all across the country.
Deodato himself stated, “It was a promo image for when I
started doing Avengers with Bendis. Marvel used it for advertising. I remember seeing it in a giant banner at the Marvel
booth in a convention I was participating back then.
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Weird Western Tales #25
Cover Art by Luis Dominguez.
On the facing page to the left is a very special piece of original
comic book artwork, indeed - A HOLY GRAIL!
Original cover artwork for Weird Western Tales #25 (DC,
1974), by Luis Dominguez (pencils and inks). This piece of
original cover art really needs no introduction nor lengthy description, save for the fact that it is considered by most to be
THE BEST JONAH HEX COVER EVER PUBLISHED!

The Mighty Thor #7
Cover Art by Alan Davis
Original cover artwork for The Mighty Thor Vol. 1 #7 (Marvel Comics, 2011), by Alan Davis (pencils) and Mark Farmer (inks). This
served as Marvel Comics 50th Anniversary variant cover and features an iconic striking image of the Asgardian god of Thunder, Thor
with his alter-ego, Dr. Donald Blake standing in the forefront. This
is obviously a wonderful Silver-Age homage to Jack “King” Kirby’s
classic cover for the Incredible Hulk #1 (Marvel Comics, 1962).

All-Star Comics #58 Art
by Ric Estrada and Wally Wood.
Original art for All-Star Comics #58 (DC, 1976), by Ric Estrada (pencils) and the legendary Wally Wood (inks). This key
book was the first issue for the Bronze-Age re-launch of the
classic Golden-Age title, All-Star Comics, which ended it’s remarkable run in 1951 with issue #57. This four-panel action
page is simply superb in every aspect with outstanding multiple images of Doctor Fate and the Golden-Age Green Lantern
(both hero’s are in every panel with GL using his power ring),
as the duo goes into full battle mode as they investigate a
mysterious atmospheric disaster in Capetown, South Africa.
Artwork featuring the Golden-Age Mage Doctor Fate is quite
scarce, especially one with so many great images of him.
Simply put, this is an absolutely sensational example of art,
which features two of the greatest Golden-Age super-heroes
of all time from a key Bronze-Age book with ink finishes by
one of the most celebrated talents in the history of the medium - the great Wally Wood. Tough to beat that!
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William Blake Everett, or better known as “Wild” Bill Everett, was
born in Cambridge, Massachusetts on May 18, 1917. He was the
creator and very first artist of Prince Namor, the Mighty Sub-Mariner, who first appeared in the black and white promotional giveaway, Motion Pictures Funnies Weekly #1 (April, 1939). Whether
or not MPFW #1 was ever actually given away to theatregoers or
just simply scratched is a matter of debate. Nonetheless, his angry
anti-hero would be one of two leadoff stars in Martin Goodman’s
landmark anthology comic book, Marvel Comics #1 (October/ November, 1939), alongside with Carl Burgos’ Human Torch. Along
with Simon and Kirby’s Captain America, these three stars would
form the successful nucleus by which Timely Comics would thrive
throughout the Golden-Age. Thus, the Sub-Mariner ranks as (Timely) Marvel Comics’ very first superhero. He would headline in Marvel Mystery Comics as well as his very own title, Sub-Mariner Comics, ultimately smashing the Axis powers into utter defeat in WW II.

Sub-Mariner #61 Art by Win Mortimer.
Superb four-panel battle page as Prince Namor, the Mighty
Sub-Mariner cries, “BACK, YOU MINDLESS RABBLE! NONE
may lay hands on the Imperial Person!” Original artwork for
Sub-Mariner #61 (Marvel Comics), by the seasoned artistic
talents of Win Mortimer (pencils) and beautiful finishes by the
seasoned embellisher, Jim Mooney (inks).
This landmark issue is quite significant, since it represents
Sub-Mariner’s legendary creator Bill Everett’s final work on
his timeless anti-hero. And, even though Everett is credited
with the scripts, pencils and inks on this entire issue and has
been promoted as such, he most likely only worked on the
very beginning of this issue, since he fell ill during the production of the issue and sadly, passed away soon thereafter.

After serving in World War II in both the European and Pacific theatres, Everett continued to illustrate his Atlantian Prince through the
1950’s, 1960’s and 1970’s, all the way up to his untimely death on
February 27, 1973. His second great contribution to comicdom is
Marvel Comics’ Daredevil, whom he co-created with Stan Lee in
1964. Beyond any doubt, Everett is one of the greatest and most
significant talents in the entire history of comic books, bar none!

The Sub-Mariner was created by Everett in April of 1939 and
headlined Timely Comics’ very first book, Marvel Comics #1
(Oct./ Nov., 1939). He is Marvel Comics’ very first superhero.

Tales to Astonish #91 Art by Bill Everett.
Sub-Mariner #51
Splash Art by Bill Everett.
What a great battle splash page by one of the greatest artists
to ever work in the medium - the legendary “Wild” Bill Everett. Original artwork for Sub-Mariner #51 (Marvel Comics,
1972), by his creator Bill Everett (pencils and inks). In this
outstanding half splash three-panel battle page, the Mighty
Sub-Mariner and his loyal cousin Namorita battle their adversary, Byrrah (so, what else is new in Atlantis?)
This superb piece represents classic Everett at his 1970’s
best, pulling out all the stops for his most famous creation with
dynamic underwater combat, fluid movement and bone crushing, all out hand-to-hand melee as only he can do. Great full
images of each combatant engaged in pulse-pounding action
in the Mighty Marvel Tradition - Just the Way You Demand it!
One of the finest pieces of original Subby art we have ever
had the opportunity to offer at any time. And, of course, no
one draws the Mighty Sub-Mariner like the great Bill Everett!
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Stunning original artwork for Tales to Astonish #91 (Marvel
Comics, 1967), by the legendary “Wild” Bill Everett (pencils)
and one of the finest finishers of all time, Dan Atkins (inks). In
this fateful encounter for the story entitled, “Outside the Gates
Waits...Death!”, Namor battles for his very life against the
“Terror of Inferno Isle,” while Byrrah, Krang and Attuma try to
usurp the Throne of Atlantis away from him. This is storytelling
at it’s very finest, in the Mighty Marvel Tradition by one of the
most celebrated artistic talents to ever work in the medium.

Tales to Astonish #95 Art by Bill Everett.
Original artwork for Tales to Astonish #95 (Marvel Comics,
1967), by the legendary “Wild” Bill Everett (pencils) and Vince
Colletta (inks). Cool action scene featuring superb images of
Prince Namor, the Mighty Sub-Mariner and his beloved, the
Lady Dorma, who investigate a mysterious saucer-sub, piloted by Dr. Walter Newell - the designer of a Domed City near
Namor’s famed Atlantis. Great multiple full images of Namor
and Lady Dorma swimming in their natural environment by
the great Golden-Age creator of the Mighty Sub-Mariner.
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Ka-Zar the Savage #15
Cover Art by Brent Anderson.
Absolutely lovely original cover artwork for Ka-Zar the Savage
#15 (Marvel Comics, 1982), by the talented Brent Anderson
(pencils and inks). Hereon, the beautiful Shanna the She-Devil stands her ground against her husband Ka-Zar, swiping her
sword to let him know she is not to be trifled with - a scene
which takes place in this issue’s story, “A Lovely Day for an
Execution!”
This is classic Good Girl artwork in its full gorgeous glory,
beautifully rendered with sublime skill and care by artist Anderson, with striking full figure images of both jungle hero and
heroine in full action and in their native environment.
Artwork is in excellent condition with image size measuring
approx. 9.75” x 15,” and signed by Brent Anderson at lower
right corner of cover and writer Jim Shooter in bottom margin.

New Teen Titans #9 Splash Art
by José Luis García-López

Ka-Zar the Savage #27 Cover Art by Armando Gil.

Epic splash original artwork for New Teen Titans Vol. 2 #9
page 10 (DC, 1985), by the talents José Luis García-López
(pencils) and Romeo Tanghal (inks). This is a gorgeous
splash panel page for the saga, “Crystal Nightmare” that features a full out battle scene as the Teen Titans battle their
way toward the top of Mount Olympus. Page includes Nightwing, Jericho and the Changeling going toe-to-toe with Greek
giants and mythological monsters as well as an outstanding
full out splash panel with an eye-poping shot of the beautiful,
yet very determined Wonder Girl and the sexy Starfire flying
straight at you, fully ready for out-in-out battle action - WOW!
When it come to the very best Teen Titan pages, this one is
going to be extremely hard to beat. It simply just does not
get much better than this! This piece is large, twice-up size
with an image measuring a mind blowing 11” x 18.” This represents one of the very best Teen Titans pieces of original
artwork we have ever seen at any time whatsoever.
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Is this an INTENSE COVER or what? Phenomenal wraparound cover artwork for Ka-Zar the Savage #27 (Marvel Comics, 1983), by artist
Armando Gil (pencils and inks). This ink wash cover is so dam cool, so sensationally over-the-top fantastic, that we are not going to go
into some long drawn out dissertation about it, but leave that to Marvel’s editor of the book, Danny Fingeroth, to tell you himself.
This appeared on the inside front cover of this issue: “I really like this issues cover. I liked it when artist Armando Gil showed me his sketch
for it. I liked it when he showed me his fully penciled, inked and toned version of it and when cover colorist George Roussos finished
coloring it. I liked it when I brought it to editor-in-chief Jim Shooter for final approval. Jim liked it, too, but he had some misgivings about it.
And when I had finished screaming and shouting, jumping up and down, and holding my breath until I turned blue, I had to admit he had
some valid points. What Jim and I both liked about the cover was the obvious unbridled enthusiasm with which Armando had infused it.
Here was an artist who loved to draw - and loved to draw KA-ZAR. He put every last bit of himself into the cover, as he did into the story
it surrounds. But the problem with the cover was that Armando had given us, perhaps, too much of a good thing, gotten too involved in
detail. All the illustration’s intricate shapes and patterns seemed to detract from the simple drama of a picture of Ka-Zar and Zabu being
attacked by a monstrous version of Ramona while Shanna looked on in markedly uncharacteristic fear and indecision. The cover’s various elements seemed to somehow be at odds with each other. Yet, we wanted to go with the cover. Not because it was late - we had
lots of time on it. Not because covers aren’t ever redone - things are often redrawn around here to get ‘em just right. No, we wanted to
go with the cover because there was still something about it we liked, some indefinable specialness. And we decided we’d resolve our
feelings about it by printing it...and asking you folks what you think of it. So tell us. How do you feel about this cover? Did it really jump
off the rack and grab your eye, or did you buy it because you always buy KA-ZAR? Is the action on the cover and its relation to the story
clear to you? Does the coloring help bring out the best qualities of the drawing? Will you remember the cover of KA-ZAR #27 fondly in
ten years? Please let us know.” Nuff’ said!
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Six Guns #4 Cover Art by Butch Guice.

Captain America The 1940’s Newspaper
Strip #2 Cover Art by Butch Guice.
Original artwork for the cover of Captain America: The 1940’s
Newspaper Strip Vol. 1 #2 (Marvel Comics, 2010), by the super talented, Butch Guice (pencils and inks). This wonderful
image features the Sentinel of Liberty locked in full-fledged
melee with one of the Axis powers’ giant killer robots. This
was a three-issue mini-series, which took place during the
tumultuous days of World War II, when the star-spangled,
shield-slinging Super-Soldier battled Axis threats alongside
his wise-cracking, jaw-jacking sidekick Bucky! Guice is pulling out all the stops with this baby and even showcasing his
Steranko mojo. Signed by Butch Guice.

Cover art for Six Guns #4 (Marvel Comics, 2012), by talented artist Butch Guice (pencils and ink-wash). Superb closeup image of The Two-Gun Kid for the story entitled, “Fly the
Friendly Skies!” As gunslingers close in on the renegade
femme fatale, Tarantula, powerful forces conspire to bring
war to San Diablo. Only one misfit band of gunslingers can
prevent it, as long as they don’t kill each other first.
The ink-wash rendering by artist Butch Guice is exquisite in
the extreme. In person, this art is simply breathtaking, to say
the least and could be considered more along the lines of fine
art. Guice’s mastery of this medium is just mind blowing.

Power Man and Iron Fist #63 Title Splash Art by Kerry Gammill.
PHENOMENAL title splash original artwork for Power Man and Iron Fist #63 (Marvel Comics, 1980), by the seasoned talents of Kerry Gammill (pencils) and Ricardo Villamonte (inks). From the tale, “Luck and Death,” this is most likely the BIGGEST, BADDEST and the NASTIEST, FULL FLEDGE, FULL FIGURE, FULL FRONTAL and fully IN-YOUR-FACE Power
Man - Hero for Hire splash page in existence. Luke Cage is raving mad and fully bent on destruction here after he trashes an illegal casino in his neighborhood! The APEX of Power Man images with a fully detailed background, complemented with the terrific title, “LUCK and DEATH!” We defy you to find a finer Luke Cage image anywhere. A GRAIL PIECE!
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Lady Death 1/2
Double Page Splash Art
by Steven Hughes.
This is a absolutely spectacular double
page splash original artwork for Wizard Presents: Lady Death 1/2 (Chaos Comics, 1994), by the late Steve
Hughes (pencils and inks). This grim,
yet extremely dynamic and epic scene
features superb full images of both Lady
Death and her challenging opponent,
Mary Young going head-to-head in full
fledged melee.
In excellent condition with image size
measuring a WHOPPING 16” x 20.5.”
Never been offered before on the
open markplace.

Captain America #36
Cover Art by Dan Jurgens.
Sensational original cover artwork for Captain America Vol.
3 #36 (Marvel Comics, 2000), by the super talents of Dan
Jurgens (pencils) and Art Thibert (inks). This wonderful piece
depicts the Sentinel of Liberty in full blown melee against a
horde of extra-dimensional aliens invading earth for the story,
“Maelstrom Within.” Dynamic battle action in the great Marvel
tradition! When it comes to cover images, it just does not get
much better than this with Cap stating emphatically, “Warming
a sideline bench is not my style.”

Tales to Astonish #90 Art by Gil Kane.
Key original artwork for Tales to Astonish #90 (Marvel Comics - April, 1967), by Gil Kane (pencils and inks), featuring the
origin and very first appearance of the awesome Abomination
- the Incredible Hulk’s greatest and most powerful arch-enemy! Very significant scene portraying the very first time we
see the Abomination (Russian KGB spy Emil Blonsky) in his
fully terrible mutated form as he destroys the Gamma Ray
machine which had just given him his near limitless strength,
and stomping off toward his first fateful clash with the Hulk.
Kane simply went to town on this page, featuring the Abomination in each and every panel including a dramatic close-up of
the villain declaring himself, “INVINCIBLE!” Kane then follows
up with five full figure action packed panels as the golaith destroys the deadly gamma-ray machine and military laboratory.
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G.I. Combat #143 Cover Art by Joe Kubert.
Original cover artwork for G.I. Combat #143 (DC, 1970), by
the legendary Joe Kubert (pencils and inks). Gripping WW II
battle scenario as the Haunted Tank engages an advancing
division of Tiger Tanks. The commander of the Haunted Tank,
Sgt. Jeb Stuart orders an elderly soldier to get two young and
very frightened children away from the battlefield as the older
G.I. angrily protests - that American fighting spirit that never
seems to die nor ever give up! The legendary Joe Kubert at
his finest! Simply put, this is dramatic full out battle action in
the great Kubert DC tradition.
Haunted Tank original artwork is quite tough and covers are
very rare and seldom seen at any time, let alone put up for
sale. This particular cover has been locked away in a private
collection for decades and this is the very first time it has been
offered.
A great cover from one of the BIG FIVE war titles by the most
renown and celebrated DC war artist of all time.

Jungle Action #9 Art by Gil Kane.
Original artwork for Jungle Action #9 (Marvel Comics, 1974),
by the talented team of Gil Kane (pencils) and Klaus Janson
(inks). This extremely cool piece from the story, “But Now the
Spears are Broken” depicts the climatic fight scene between
the Black Panther and the evil encroaching menace of Baron
Macabre (the villain’s very first appearance), and his Denizens of Death in the jungle of Wakanda. Dynamic no-holdsbarred all out battle action in the Mighty Marvel Tradition!

Eternal Soulfire #3 Cover Art by Mike Krome.
Cover artwork for Eternal Soulfire #3 (Aspen Comics, 2015),
by artist Mike Krome. This is Cover C, which was the 1/12
Limited Edition Retailer Incentive Cover.
Rendered in mixed media, this amazing piece features the
beautiful winged female Miya. Krome’s sublime shading is
outstanding on this very impactful and impressive cover.
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All-Star Squadron #47
Cover Art by Todd McFarlane.
Without any doubt, this is one of the VERY BEST covers
of the entire run for this classic title. Original cover artwork
for All-Star Squadron Vol. 1 #47 (DC, 1985), by fan favorite
Todd McFarlane (pencils) and Tony DeZuniga, signed “ADEZ”
(inks). The cover story is the long awaited and highly anticipated, “The Secret Origin of Doctor Fate” and features all the
key players of this timeless Golden-Age tale. An absolutely
wonderful full figure image of the star superhero, Doctor Fate
in a Christ-Like pose, being flanked at all four corners by, #1
Young Kent Nelson grieving over the body of his recently fallen father - archaeologist Sven Nelson, #2 the lovely college
student, Inza Cramer who would become Doctor Fate’s beloved, #3 Nabu the Wise - The Lord of Order who infused
young Kent Nelson with the power of Doctor Fate, and #4 the
evil sorcerer Wotan, arch-enemy of Doctor Fate.
Doctor Fate artwork is very difficult to come by (even tougher
than Spectre artwork) in the marketplace, and to find a cover
with such a superb and memorable image of this classic Golden-Age superhero is a very, very special event. In addition,
this represents very early work by Todd McFarlane, his only
cover art for this title and a undeniable testament to his remarkable talent - one of the most sought-after artists by seasoned collectors in the industry today.

Savage Sword of Conan #228
Splash Art by Pablo Marcos.
Spectacular full splash artwork for Savage Sword of Conan
#228 (Marvel Comics, 1994), by Pablo Marcos (pencils and
inks). Marcos provided six full splash page illustrations for a
poem by Roy Thomas for this Conan adventure. This piece
represents one of the best images, which depicts the savage
Cimmerian in full fledged melee against a flock of vicious Vulture creatures. This is no-holds-barred action in the mighty
Marvel tradition - just the way you love it! Rendered on thick
Bristol board with an impressive large image of 12.25” x 17.5.”

Vampirella Art by Gonzalo Mayo.
Absolutely phenomenal piece of original Vampirella artwork
by one of her most celebrated artists, Gonzalo Mayo. This
jaw-dropping image features a full image of Vampirella as
she is flanked by her co-stars with fully rendered and detailed
background in acrylic paints. Any original art piece that is
graced with so much sublime detail and effort is quite a rare
find, indeed. This piece simply speaks for itself!
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Crisis on Infinite Earths #1
Art by George Perez.

Swamp Thing #14
Splash Art by Nestor Redondo.

Crisis on Infinite Earths #1 (DC/ April, 1985), by George Perez
(pencils) and Dick Giordano (inks). This page introduces the
beautiful Dawnstar (Legion of Superheroes) to the storyline,
as she tracks the Monitor’s initial summons to become part of
his first line of defense. Tightly detailed and richly embellished
with zip-a-tone shading.

Spectacular splash original artwork for Swamp Thing #14
(DC, 1975), by the talented Nestor Redondo (pencils and
inks). This impressive image speaks for itself, as the startled
Swamp Thing is ambushed by a gargantuan army ant, struggling for his life to free himself from the great insect’s powerful
crushing mandibles. Stunning detail rendered with sublime
skill in the trademark Redondo style, which is why his artwork
has become so highly prized and touted among seasoned
collectors. Redondo would prove himself to not only be a suitable replacement for Bernie Wrightson on this title, but a worthy successor. You will be hard pressed to find a finer Swamp
Thing cover or splash page anywhere in the marketplace.

Crisis on Infinite Earths ranks as one of the most significant
and successful series ever published by DC - an EPIC SAGA
in every respect! This massive undertaking was the product
of two seasoned creators, Marv Wolfman (writer) and George
Perez (pencil art). The initial sales success of this twelve issue maxi-series as well as the overwhelmingly enthusiastic
response of collectors and critics alike, and even more importantly, the long lasting impact and inspiration of this series
upon countless readers is a enduring testament to the quality
and importance of the work - in short, a true masterpiece of
the medium in every respect.

X-Men Storm Pin-Up Art by John Romita.
Beautiful full figure image of Storm (Ororo Munroe), - Mistress
of the Elements - by the legendary John Romita. Piece was
rendered in india ink and published in the book, “The Uncanny
Dave Cockrum...a Tribute” in 2004. KILLER!

Batgirl Specialty Painting by Kevin Nowlan.
Sensational specialty painting of Batgirl (Barbara Gordon) by
fan favorite artist Kevin Nowlan. Piece is done in gouache
paint and mixed media on heavy gray illustration board, which
measures a whopping 16” x 20.” The image of Batgirl measures 14” x 18.5.” Batgirl first appeared in Detective Comics
#359 (DC, 1967), and would prove to be the most popular and
famous female member of the entire Batman Family.
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Witching Hour #34 Art by Nestor Redondo.
Art for Witching Hour #34 pages 6-7 (DC, 1973), by Nestor Redondo (pencils and inks). Sequential pages from the grim tale, “Dracula
Had a Daughter,” which features two of the King of the Vampires
extended family, Uncle Franz Dracula (Hurvath) and the beautiful,
yet deadly Olga Dracula - both who lure their unexpected prey, Stefan to his untimely doom - a spooky and sobering scene.
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Strange Tales #180 Art by Jim Starlin.
Here is a GRAIL PIECE for any serious Adam Warlock collector! Original artwork for Strange Tales #180 page 30 (Marvel Comics, 1975), by the impressive and incomparable, Jim
Starlin (pencils and inks). Many consider Starlin’s Warlock
series to be his magnum opus par excellence, and this remarkable and VERY KEY page does not disappoint in any
way whatsoever. In fact, this early storyline had been building
up to this very point for three whole issues (Strange Tales
#178, #179 and #180), with this exact page being the climatic
confrontation between the forces of good and evil.
Adam Warlock - “Seeker of Light,” “Enemy of Darkness,” but
chiefly a “Destroyer of False gods,” - face-to-face with the grotesque Kray-Tor, Grand Inquisitor of the Magus - false god
of the Universal Church of Truth. At this pivotal point in the
tale entitled, “Judgment Day” Adam Warlock has been tried
and found guilty by Kray-Tor and his hypocritical charade of
a court for the disingenuous deity it proposes to serve with
blind loyality. Warlock has had a bellyful of these superficial
proceedings and finally realizes that he has no other option
left to himself, but to unleash the dreaded power of his vaulted soul-gem toward his cruel adversary. He agonizes at the
very thought by stating, “Yes, I now realize that your kind are
the ULTIMATE IN VILENESS, for you cloak your sins in pious
words and holy vestments, judging all but yourselves. So may
whatever gods be forgive me. For this day I join your ranks...”
Yes indeed, the ranks of those who hold sway and possess
the power over life and death.

And thus, Adam Warlock finally submits to the insatiable hunger of his vampiric and ultra powerful soul-gem upon his forehead. The gem glows with an eerie emerald hue, increasing
in strength and voracious desire until a flaming emerald beam
flashes forth to voraciously and utterly SUCK the living soul
from the ugly and bulbous Kray-Tor, who cries out in complete
conquered terror. And, the satisfied soul-gem rejoices, “Memories, images, thoughts like none I’ve ever tasted! Delicious!”
Starlin is obviously firing on all cylinders here, embedding
an whole plethora of themes, opinions and ideologies within his intricate and complex plot and dynamic story telling.
Starlin even took the time to personally ink this page, which
is rather rare for his artwork, which adds astronomically to the
desirability and value to such special pieces. This key issue
also introduced the beautiful green-skinned, yet deadly intergalactic assassin, Gamora. In sum, this very special piece
has exceptional detailed rendering with dramatic tension and
dynamic battle action in the Mighty Marvel tradition - Just the
Way You Demand it! In excellent condition with image size
measuring 10” x 15.” The body of Kray-Tor in the last panel
is a paste-over with original art on top, but none underneath.

Marvel Feature #11 Art by Jim Starlin.
Stunning example of original artwork for the classic key issue
Marvel Feature #11 page 2 (Marvel, 1973), by the supremely
talented Jim Starlin (pencils) and Joe Sinnott (inks). Dramatic scene features the Fantastic Four including Mr. Fantastic,
the Human Torch and the Thing. This particular page is highlighted with simply superb images of the “Ever Lovin’” Thing,
especially the second panel, which is obviously an homage
to Jack “King” Kirby’s timeless classic cover to Fantastic Four
#51. Ben Grimm reminisces about his fate in his orange rocky
state and ponders back to the day the Fab Four were born.
Image size measures 10” x 15,” and the piece is in excellent
condition. A great page by two industry giants that represents
one of the most famous and celebrated stories of the entire
Bronze-Age of comic books.
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Batman Legends of the Dark Knight #149
Art by Trevor von Eeden.
Wonderful original artwork for Batman: Legends of the Dark
Knight #149 page 10 (DC, 2002), by the all-star talent team
of Trevor von Eeden (pencils) and José Luis García-López
(inks). A very cool and heartwarming scene as the grim and
laconic Batman takes the green and nieve Robin under his
wing as his partner in crime-fighting. The protective Caped
Crusader shows a rare side of understanding and compassion toward his young ward.

Jumbo Comics #161
Title Splash Art by Robert Webb.
Gorgeous title splash artwork for Jumbo Comics #161 (Fiction
House, 1952), by Robert Webb (pencils and inks) but, signed
as W. Morgan Thomas. This piece features an absolutely
beautiful and lovely full figure image of Sheena Queen of the
Jungle, the most famous of all the Jungle Good Girl characters. This is the title splash page for the Sheena story, which
appeared as the final adventure in Jumbo Comics #161.

All in all, this is a heartwarming nostalgic look at the early days
of the famous partnership of Batman and Robin that is showcased with superb full and close-up shots of the Dynamic Duo
by two of the most respected artists to work in the industry.

Sheena holds the honor of being the very first female comic
book character to be awarded her own series. Her first appearance was in the Great Britain book Wags #1 (1937), and
then she subsequently appeared in Jumbo Comics #1 (Fiction
House - September, 1938). She was created by Will Eisner
and Jerry Iger and is, perhaps, the most famous Good Girl.

In excellent condition with image size measuring apoprox.
9.5” x 14.25.” Boldly signed by both Trevor von Eeden and
José Luis García-López.

Large, twice-up artwork with exceptional eye appeal in excellent condition with an impressive image size of approx.
12.25” x 18.5.”

Black Canary #8
Cover Art by Trevor Von Eeden.
Superb action-packed original cover artwork for Black Canary
#8 (DC, 1993), by Trevor Von Eeden (pencils) and Bob Smith
(inks). This piece features a great battle scene as Black Canary and the Ray (the “New Man” in Diana’s life) take on murderous gangsters.
The Black Canary (Dinah Drake) was one of DC’s earliest
super heroines, created by writer Robert Kanigher and artist
Carmine Infantino, who debuted in Flash Comics #86 (DC,
1947). Her main superpower is the “Canary Cry” – a high
powered, ultra-sonic scream that can shatter objects and incapacitate enemies that stand against her, even one as powerful as Superman himself. She has had a rich and successful
publication history since the Golden-Age and is often one of
the active members of the Justice League of America.
Art is in excellent condition with an image size of approx. 10” x
15.5.” Signed by both Von Eeden and Smith in bottom margin.
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Morbius the Living Vampire #13
Cover Art by Ron Wagner.
Spooky, bone-chilling original cover artwork for Morbius the
Living Vampire #13 (Marvel Comics, 1993), by the talented
Ron Wagner (pencils) and Mike Witherby (inks). This cover
has it all - Morbius crying out in desperation and reaching with
all his might for his beloved Martine, who is being seduced
by the evil vampire goddess Lilith, while a pack of voracious
werewolves hinder and block the Living Vampire.
Intense blood lust and dark drama in the Mighty Marvel Tradition - Just the way we demand it!
There is a lot of excitement and anticipation surrounding Morbius lately, with the announcement that Sony Entertainment is
developing a feature film for the Living Vampire and possibly
even a TV series.
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Here is an absolutely KILLER piece of original cover artwork for the trade paperback
Wolverine Not Dead Yet (Marvel Comics, 1998), by the talented fan favorite, Leinil Yu
(pencils and inks). Written by celebrated scribe, Warren Ellis with interior story art by Yu
as well, this TPB collected the classic stories that were originally published in Wolverine
#119-122 (Marvel Comics, 1997-98), entitled “Not Dead Yet.”
This four-part tale delves deep into Wolverine’s troubled past as a long forgotten drinking
buddy known as McLeish, but now a vicious tough-taking terrorist that goes by the title
the White Ghost, appears to have returned with a deadly vengeance and a blood feud
against the anti-hero. “Not Dead Yet” is a dramatic noir thriller that is simply jammedpacked with all sorts of violent action, exciting confrontations, profound intrigue and
enigmatic twists and turns at every corner with a most surprisingly unexpected ending.
A wonderful, no-holds-barred and in-your-face full image (used a least 3-4 different
times) of Wolvie striding straight for you with claws fully barred and ready for violent
engagement, as the angry aggressive flames of battle burn all around him - just the way
you want to see him! When it come to Wolverine covers, this one will be a task to beat!

Wolverine Not Dead Yet TPB Cover Art by Leinil Yu.
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